Staff Report
Date:

September 24, 2020

To:

Devens Enterprise Commission

From:

Neil Angus, Environmental Planner

RE:

Level 2 Unified Permit – 112 Barnum Road Unified Permit Application

Owner/Applicant:
Engineer:
Location:
Zoning:

Devens
Enterprise
Commission

AD Barnum Owner, LLC
Brian McCarthy – Vice President, RJ O’Connell & Associates
112 Barnum Road, Devens, MA (Devens Parcel #27-17-500)
Rail, Industrial and Trade Related Uses District & Zone 2 Water Resources Protection
Overlay District.

Premises and Proposed Project: The owners of 112 Barnum are looking to install 2 new loading docks on
the south side of the existing building at 112 Barnum Road to accommodate Vulcan Forms – a new tenant
that will be occupying the second half of the building (~155,000 sf.). The proposed improvements also
include a new pervious pavement driveway leading to an existing roll-up door on the front (north) side of the
building, and associated drainage, landscaping and lighting improvements.

Barnum Road

VulcanForms is a metal additive manufacturing company that builds metal printing systems. VulcanForms
has successfully designed, developed and commissioned a scalable metal additive printing technology that
they will be operating at 112 Barnum Road. Jabil/Nypro, a medical device manufacturer currently occupies
the other half of the building.
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Site Issues at a Glance:
Zoning:
The property is located within the Rail, Industrial and Trade Related Uses (RIT) District. The proposed uses
include emerging industrial technologies and the production and manufacturing processes for production
and export of value-added products to emerging and expanding markets. These uses are consistent with
the RIT Zoning District Development Goals and Permitted Uses in Article V and VI of the Devens By-Laws.
Access/Traffic & Safety:
The existing two entrances to the facility are off Barnum Road and have ample sight distance in both
directions to continue using these entrance/exits. The Applicant will be utilizing the southern-most entrance
for most truck deliveries (5-10 deliveries per week) and the northern entrance for employees and the
occasional box truck that will be utilizing the existing roll-up door in the front of the building (only to be used
for bringing in large equipment which will be 1-2x per year). The Devens Fire Department has reviewed
these plans and the proposed operations and will require a full fire safety review as part of the building
permit process. A tank permit will also be required for the proposed 9,000 gallon Argon Tank.
Parking:
The site currently has over 384 parking spaces which is more than sufficient to accommodate the expected
60-70 employees. Jabil/Nypro currently employs approximately 200 people. A reserve parking covenant is
also filed on the land records for this property for 62 reserve parking spaces, with another 153 reserve
spaces on an adjacent parcel if ever needed. A parking structure over the existing parking on the north side
of the facility is another option if demand ever increases beyond the current capacity. The site is also
serviced by bike lanes on Barnum Road and the Devens Shuttle, providing multiple commuting options for
employees. If the DEC is in agreement it could make a finding that the proposed parking, with the existing
dedicated reserve area, is sufficient to meet the existing and proposed uses.
Industrial Performance Standards:
Noise - The Applicant has located the new loading docks to minimize noise exposure to neighboring
properties. All manufacturing processes will occur within the building so there is little concern for potential
nuisance conditions from this project. To further aid in screening the loading docks and associated noise
from neighboring properties, the Applicant is proposing to create a landscape berm along the southeast side
of the new loading docks. Staff has requested additional landscaping along the top of this berm to further
aid in screening the loading dock operations. Argon gas deliveries are expected to occur once every 3
months. There is an existing tank farm area along the rear of the facility that is equipped with groundmounted pumps. These pumps will need to be used for all gas deliveries which will be restricted to weekday
daytime hours to avoid any potential nuisance conditions. The Argon tank will also require approval from
the Devens Fire Department. The existing cooling towers are still behind sound walls which will aid in
reducing noise from the facility. The cooling load is nowhere near what the original building was designed
for so there should be no concern. Any roof-top mechanicals or ventilation equipment installed will need to
be properly screened and directed away from the Devens boundary. This will be a condition of any building
permit. Besides the gas deliveries, there is no outside activity proposed which will also aid in reducing the
potential for nuisance issues.
Lighting – The only new lighting proposed is overtop of the new loading docks. These lights will be shielded
and downward directed to prevent any off-site glare and comply with the DEC Iighting standards.
Air Quality and Electromagnetic Interference – the Applicant has indicated that there are no processes or
emissions as part of this project that would require an air permit from the MA DEP and there do not appear
to be any activities that would cause electromagnetic interference.
Stormwater Management:
In order to comply with the DEC Rules and Regulations regarding on-site stormwater management, the
Applicant has designed the project to include porous pavement for the at-grade loading docks (due to
minimal use) and a subsurface infiltration system at the new loading docks that will infiltrate treated
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stormwater runoff from this area. Any overflow from this system will be directed into the existing stormwater
system on-site that discharges into the Devens stormwater basin on the adjacent property (which is
adequately sized). The DEC’s Peer Review Engineers have reviewed the proposed design and have
requested a few plan changes to ensure compliance. These include:
1. Revise stormwater modelling to demonstrate compliance with on-site infiltration requirements. This
may involve the need for an additional ADS chamber to be added to the underground infiltration
system.
2. A post-indicator valve needs to be added to the trench drain outlet for spill containment.
3. Provide updated calculations to confirm the closed drainage system meets DEC requirements.
4. Updated O&M Plan
5. Miscellaneous elevation and note corrections/additions to plans
6. Illicit discharge statement stamped and signed.
Staff has discussed these open items with our Peer Review Engineers and the Applicant and both are
comfortable with addressing these minor issues as conditions of any approval. Staff had a number of
additional minor comments that were sent to the Applicant as well and these comments can also be
addressed as a condition of any approval as they are minor in nature. See attached letter dated September
24, 2020 for all comments and the Applicant’s response.
One comment/request that is still open is the required pavement thickness/detail. The DEC Rules and
Regulations require a specific pavement design/thickness for paved areas subject to heavy truck traffic (ie.
Loading dock areas). The Applicant is requesting that the DEC accept an alternative design that requires
less pavement thickness/layers. 974 CMR 3.04(3)(a)2.c. allows the applicant to propose modifications to
the pavement specifications where anticipated traffic and usage justify a lesser standard. Modified
pavement design calculations are required to support such requests. The Applicant provided a geotechnical
report but no load bearing data of the pavement. Without such information and an analysis of it by our peer
review engineers, the DEC should not authorize the Applicant’s request. However, in past loading dock
modifications in the Rail Industrial and Trade Related Uses District the DEC has approved a modified
heavy-duty pavement construction specification as follows:
 Compacted subgrade.
 2. Compact 12" Dense-graded Crushed Stone for Sub-base, M2.01.7.
 3. 3" HMA Binder.
 4. 1.5" HMA surface course.
If the Applicant is satisfied with this standard, the DEC could make a finding that this is sufficient and it could
be included as a condition of approval.
Proposed Waiver Requests:
The applicant requested a number of administrative waivers due to the minor nature of the proposed activity
and the extensive documentation already on file for the site. These Submission and Plan Requirements and
Surveying and Drafting Plan Requirement waivers were granted by the Director as per 974 CMR 1.02 as part
of the Determination of Completeness Process. No waivers of Design Standards were requested.
Process: The application was submitted on August 14, 2020 and the Determination of Completeness was
issued on August 25, 2020. Copies of the application were received by the surrounding Towns on August
28, 2020. Legal notices were placed in Nashoba Publications on September 4 and 11, 2020. All abutting
property owners were duly notified by certified mail. The 30-day Town comment period expires on
September 28, 2020. To date, no comments have been received. The 75 day review period for the DEC to
act on this application ends on November 8, 2020.
Comments and Recommendations: All of the issues discussed in this report have either been addressed
or could be included as conditions of any approval. Once the Commission and public have had an
opportunity to ask questions and hear responses from the Applicant, the Commission can either close the
public hearing or continue it to the October 8, 2020 meeting at 7:30AM. If all issues have been considered
and there is no additional information required, The Commission can close the public hearing. Staff has
prepared a draft Record of Decision for the Commission’s consideration.
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